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Redz Restaurant Lends A Helping Hand
Furloughed Government Workers Receive Discount While Shutdown
Persists
Mount Laurel, NJ (January 22, 2019) Redz Restaurant (515 Fellowship Road) is extending a helping
hand during a hard time, as the government shutdown continues into its fourth week, by assisting
government employees directly impacted. Not only is Redz dedicated to serving American-inspired fare,
but they are also dedicated to serving the American government employees that work hard to keep our
country safe. Any furloughed workers with valid government-issued ID who come to Redz will receive
20% off their entire meal and children under the age of 12 eat for free. The offer will continue for the
remainder of the shutdown.
Redz Restaurant, opened in 2014 by local businessman Mitchell Davis, is known for serving up traditional
classics made with locally sourced ingredients. Executive Sous Chef Roelof de Groot has helped to
develop a menu of American-inspired fare, with a focus on steak. Whether enjoying lunch or dinner,
guests appreciate his passion for food and attention to detail.
“Many workers have now been without pay for at least a month,” said Mitchell Davis, Owner of Redz
Restaurant. “Now that we are rolling into the fourth week of the shutdown, we recognize that there are far
too many people in the area that are in need. We want to do our part by offering a discount – ensuring
that furloughed workers can enjoy a nice warm meal without breaking the bank.”
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About Redz Restaurant
Located in Mount. Laurel, NJ connected to the DoubleTree Suites by Hilton, Redz Restaurant was started
five years ago by owner Mitchell Davis. He chose the name Redz in honor of all the red-haired women
who have had such an influence in his life. Whether you’re enjoying a relaxed lunch, a memorable dinner,
or a casual bite in the bar, you’ll appreciate the passionate attention to every detail. Offering Americaninspired fare, Redz only uses the freshest and closest-to-the-source ingredients. The restaurant offers an
extensive beverage program that includes domestic and craft beer, domestic wines, and a selection of
specialty cocktails. For more information about the restaurant visit redzrestaurant.com.

